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HUMAN RIGHTS REFLECTED IN FLOWERS FOR ALGERNON (1966) 

NOVEL BY DANIEL KEYES: A SOCIOLOGICAL APPROACH 

 

Abstract 

 This study aims to find out the human rights and analyze the purpose of 

Daniel Keyes toward Flowers for Algernon (1966) novel. The researcher uses 

qualitative method. The researcher uses two data sources: primary and secondary. 

Primary data source is Flowers for Algernon (1966) novel by Daniel Keyes. 

Secondary data source includes literature books, articles, and website that are related 

to the novel and the author. Method of collecting data is descriptive. Technique of 

analyzing data uses descriptive qualitative. Based on the sociological analysis, the 

researcher finds five aspects, including: social aspect, economic aspect, scientific and 

technological aspect, cultural aspect, and religion aspect in the Flowers for Algernon 

(1966) novel by Daniel Keyes. Daniel Keyes states that all of human beings have 

equal rights, parents must realize their potential child, and as the member of society, 

we must change our mindset toward disabilities. 

Keywords: human rights, the author’s purpose, sociological approach 

 

Abstrak 

Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mengungkap hak asasi manusia dan 

menganalisis tujuan dari Daniel Keyes terhadap novel Flowers for Algernon (1966). 

Penulis menggunakan metode kualitatif. Penulis menggunakan dua sumber data: 

primer dan sekunder. Sumber data primer adalah novel Flowers for Algernon (1966) 

oleh Daniel Keyes. Sumber data sekunder meliputi buku-buku sastra, artikel-artikel, 

dan website yang berhubungan dengan novel dan penulis. Metode pengoleksian data 

adalah deskriptif. Teknik menganalisis data menggunakan deskriptif kualitatif. 

Berdasarkan analisis sosiologi, penulis menemukan lima aspek, meliputi: aspek 

sosial, aspek ekonomi, aspek ilmu dan teknologi, aspek kultural, dan aspek religi 

pada novel Flowers for Algernon (1966) oleh Daniel Keyes. Penulis juga 

menyimpulkan tujuan dari Daniel Keyes terhadap hak asasi manusia pada novel 

Flowers for Algernon (1966). Daniel Keyes menyatakan bahwa semua manusia 

mempunyai persamaan hak-hak, orang tua harus menyadari potensi anak mereka, 

dan sebagai anggota masyarakat kita harus mengubah pola pikir terhadap disabilitas. 

Kata kunci: hak asasi manusia, tujuan penulis, pendekatan sosiologi 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The United Nation proclaimed the Universal Declaration Human 

Rights in 1978 as Fundamental Freedom for all without distinction as to race; 

sex, language, or religion. The term of Human Rights also defined by the 

United States in a policy document in 1978 such as a freedom from arbitrary 

arrest and imprisonment, torture, unfair trial, cruel and unusual punishment, 

and invasion of privacy.  

Human rights can be depicted in the work because most of literary 

work and the society have close relationship; one of them is Flowers for 

Algernon by Daniel Keyes. Daniel Keyes is an author who has an idea in 

describing the character who connected with psychological aspect.  

  Novel has purpose for something that is addressed to public by the 

author. Flowers for Algernon novel by Daniel Keyes is the most obvious 

novel, that shows the mentally disabled men who want to be smart. The story 

started on 3 March and written by first person of progress report of 

everything that happens to the man named Charlie Gordon, 32 years old who 

has mentally disabled with IQ of 68 who want to be smarter.  

Alice Kinnia is a teacher from the school for retarded adults 

recommended Charlie as a candidate for the experiment. Charlie shows the 

most enthusiasm to be smarter. Charlie is excited when two scientists, 

neurosurgeon Dr. Strauss and psychology Professor Nemur are using Charlie 

as a experiment to their first test of technology for increasing intelligence 

after they found Norma for permission of the operation.  

Eventually, Charlie is learning skyrocket and his own writing, reading 

and thinking all improve. He remembers his childhood, the relationship in his 

family. As his mother wanted him to be normal, if he does a mistake she 

beats him as punishment. His father sided with him but often gave up on him. 

His sister Norma was quite and condescending to him when they were 

children (Keyes, 1966: 22-61). 
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In addition to an increased mental intelligence, Charlie experiences an 

increased emotional intelligence, and he comes to discover that the men he 

had worked with at the bakery, men who he had formerly considered friends 

weren’t really his friends after all. Charlie also begins to remember his 

painful childhood.  

  The novel was very received when it was published, and receive good 

responds. Some of their responds are came from ‘’Making up a Mind’’ in 

1966, Shelby in 1998, Ickes-Dunbar in 2004. Making up a Mind conclude 

that Keyes has extraordinary ability to teach the hearts and minds of readers. 

Shelby said that progress reports are effective use to tell the story.  

Flowers for Algernon is an attractive novel to analyze and discuss. In 

this analysis, the researcher wants to expose the issue of human rights that is 

reflected in Flowers for Algernon novel by Daniel Keyes. Moreover, the 

researcher also wants to find out the reason of the author why he addresses 

human rights in his work.    

  Based on the previous reasons the researcher will observe Flowers for 

Algernon novel by using sociological approach. Therefore, the researcher 

constructs his proposal entitled HUMAN RIGHTS REFLECTED IN 

FLOWERS FOR ALGERNON (1966) NOVEL BY DANIEL KEYES: A 

SOCIOLOGICAL APPROACH. 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

In this study, the researcher uses Flowers for Algernon (1966) novel 

by Daniel Keyes as the object of the research. The data source are divided 

into two, namely primary and secondary data source. The primary data 

source of this study is Flowers for Algernon novel by Daniel Keyes which is 

published in 1966. The secondary data sources are taken from the other data 

sources which are related to the research such as some books, all information 

around Flowers for Algernon novel, and other relevant resources that support 

the analysis. The technique of collecting data in this study is library research. 
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The method of collecting data in this research is library research. The 

techniques are follows: a) Reading Flowers for Algernon repeatedly and 

carefully, b) Identifying the topic of the novel, c) Reading the other books 

which are related to the object of the study, d) Taking note of the important 

part from primary and secondary sources, e) Arranging the data into several 

parts according to its classification. In order to analyze Flowers for Algernon 

novel, the researcher uses sociology of literature and applies it using 

descriptive analysis, which concerns to make some interpretation of dealing 

with the novel. 

 

3. FINDING AND DISCUSSION  

After analyzing the novel, the researcher finds some findings as follows: 

3.1 Social Aspect 

Social aspect is including four aspects namely social structure, 

social status, immigrant, and social relation. Social structure is 

divided into three classes include upper class, middle class, and lower 

class. The social class of the United States can be seen in the work, 

which is published in twentieth century. Daniel Keyes creates the 

characters of the work based on the social condition. This category is 

based on the working class on American’s job status include lower, 

middle, and upper. The lower class is the segment of the population 

that occupies lowest possible in the class hierarchy. The middle class 

is a class of people in the middle of social hierarchy. The upper class 

is a high-class and wealth people in the social hierarchy. 

There is Charlie Gordon as major character of the novel that 

works in Dormers bakery and paid 11 dollars a week include in the 

lower class. It can be seen as follows: 

I werk in Dormers bakery where Mr Donner gives me 11 dollers a week 

and bred or cake if I want (Keyes, 1966: 1) 
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The next character must be Alice Kinnian who works in the 

retarded adult center as a teacher of Charlie include in the middle 

class. She has important rule in Charlie’s life because Charlie is 

promoted by her for the operation. It can be seen as follows: 

Burt kept saying Alice Kinnian feels he has an overwhelm" desir to lern. He 

aktually beggd to be used. And thats true because I wantid to be smart. Dr 

Strauss got up and walkd around and said I say we use Charlie. And Burt 

noded. Prof Nemur skratchd his head and rubbd his nose with his thum and 

said mabye your rite. We will use Charlie. But weve got to make him 

understand that a lot of things can go wrong with the experamint. (Keyes, 

1966: 16). 

Prof. Nemur and Dr. Strauss who work as doctor that handle 

Charlie for the operation to increase human intelligence include in the 

upper class. It can be seen as follows:  

They found my sister Norma who lives with my mother in Brooklin and she 

gave permissen for the operashun. So their going to use me. Im so exited I 

can hardley rite it down. But then Prof Nemur and Dr Strauss had a argament 

about it frist. (Keyes, 1966: 6) 

3.2 Economic Aspect 

The United States is a country with phenomenal economic 

growth. Even the economy of New York encompasses the largest 

municipal in regional economy in the United States; the society has 

various jobs, positions, and wages. The kind of job is influenced by 

the capability of each individual. Although Charlie Gordon has limited 

capability to work before operation, at least he can clean up the floor. 

It can be seen as follows: 

They dint have anyone to clean out the place because that was my job but 

they got a new boy Ernie to do the diliveries that I always done (Keyes, 

1966: 14) 
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The Welberg Foundation that sponsored the operation paid 

Charlie for his daily report as the part of arraignment. It can be seen as 

follows: 

They are going to pay me evry week like for a part time job because that 

was part of the arraingment when they got the mony from the Welberg 

foundashun. (Keyes, 1966: 13) 

After the operation, Charlie becomes smart more than the other 

employees do. He comes with his ideas and suggestions and it makes 

them hate him so much. They make delegation and repetition to Mr. 

Donner to fire Charlie. It can be seen as follows: 

 ‘’You’ve got to let me stay, Mr Donner. Give another chance. You said 

yourself that you promised Uncle Herman I would have a job for as long as I 

needed it. Well, I still need it, Mr Donner.’’ (Keyes, 1966: 66) 

Since Charlie is fired from the Dormers bakery, he is not looking 

for the job because the Welberg Foundation gives salary out of the 

grant to him for his project to technique increasing human 

intelligence.  

…and he's justified because the Welberg Foundation has begun paying me a 

salary out of the grant so that I won't have to look for a job. (Keyes, 1966: 71) 

3.3 Scientific and Technological Aspect 

The point of the Flowers for Algernon story is the 

improvement surgery to increase intelligence by using mice named 

Algernon at the first experiment. The first experiment seems 

successful. The next experiment Dr.Strauss and Prof. Nemur use 

Charlie as the human guinea pig.  Before surgery, Charlie must write 

the progress report to measure the intelligent progress every day. In 

the first test, Charlie is given white cards with spilled inkblot on all of 

them red and black. Charlie must guest the picture, but he cannot 

guest it even he tries hardly.   
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I dint see nothing in the ink but Burt sed there was picturs there. I coudnt 

see no picturs. I reely tryed to see. I holded the card up close and then far 

away. (Keyes, 1966: 2) 

The next test is Thematic Apperception Test. In this test, 

Charlie should make a story about the people on the picture, but he 

could not make a story by the people he never knows.  

I said how can I tell storys about pepul I dont know. (Keyes, 1966: 4) 

After that, Burt took him to Psychology Laboratory where he 

mazes races against Algernon for preparation for his surgery. 

However, Charlie fails in this test. 

And the other ten times we did it over Algernon won evry time because I 

coudnt find the right rows to get to where it says FINISH. I dint feel bad 

because I watched Algernon and I lernd how to finish the amaze even if I 

takes me along time. (Keyes, 1966: 6) 

The theory and techniques of neurosurgery, describing studies 

on the mapping of hormone control centers enabled him to isolate and 

stimulate these centers while at the same time removing the hormone-

inhibitor producing portion of the cortex. The enzyme-block theory 

and went on to describe physical condition before and after surgery. 

3.4 Cultural Aspect 

In the middle of the twentieth century in the United States had 

become the general discussion of the popular culture. The artists and 

the musicians were patented their product in American culture include 

music, television program, and Hollywood movies. Charlie Gordon as 

the major character in Flowers for Algernon novel has habit to watch 

movies or television program before he falls asleep. It can be seen as 

follows: 
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Then I said if I had my eye glassis I coud probaly see better I usully only 

ware my eyeglassis in the movies or to watch TV but I sed maybe they will 

help me see the picturs in the ink. (Keyes, 1966: 2) 

Beside aware his childhood and situation around him, his 

intelligence brings him fall in love with Alice Kinnian. At the one 

night in May 1, Charlie and Alice are having date in the movie. It can 

be seen as follows: 

The first picture had been a war film, and all I caught was the ending where 

the G.I. goes back to Europe to marry the woman who saved his life. The 

second picture interested me. A psychological film about a man and 

woman apparently in love but actually destroying each other. (Keyes, 

1966: 47)  

There are many kinds of music which popular in the United 

States, one of them is orchestra. Orchestra is a group of musicians 

playing instruments together. The orchestra is playing Debussy’s La 

Mer when Charlie and Alice enjoy the performance. Debussy’s La 

Mer is a unique mix of symphony and tone poem that wrote in 1903 

and finish in March 1905.  

3.5 Religious Aspect 

Firstly, Protestant has dominated the United States. It was 

because of the decline percentage of the Roman Catholic immigration. 

The United States exports various religions, especially the spread of 

Protestantism and Mormonism. On the other hand, the United States 

imported Asian religion tradition such as Buddhism. However, 

Flowers for Algernon is not show the religion clearly, but the novel 

shows how the behavior of the characters that has relation in religion 

aspect. Fanny Birden is an employee in the Dormers bakery who 

advices Charlie about Bible toward his change.      

"If you'd read your Bible, Charlie, you'd know that it's not meant for man 

to know more than was given to him to know by the Lord in the first place. 
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The fruit of that tree was forbidden to man. Charlie, if you done anything 

you wasn't supposed to-you know, like with the devil or something-maybe 

it ain't too late to get out of it. Maybe you could go back to being the good 

simple man you was before." (Keyes, 1966: 67) 

All of people have the right for standard of living include 

food, clothing, housing, medical care, and social service. It is clearly 

explained that all of human being have the rights for special care and 

social protection from any danger and discrimination. The protection 

of the child’s rights in the state includes parents, educational, local 

government institution, and public organizations. All of kinds of 

discrimination must be eliminate and against to equal protection.  

The general principles of children’s rights encourage the 

discrimination removal toward children with disabilities in all 

situations and at all times. All of human being must be protected from 

any discrimination by the law. The United Nation in the article 4 has 

proclaimed the right to against exploitation. The article is also 

eliminating the discrimination against women. In this section, the 

researcher will describe the violence against women. Violence against 

means any act of gender-based violence as the result of physical, 

sexual, and psychological harm. 

Everyone has the rights and protection to free choice of 

employment. The worker must accept equal pay for equal work for 

himself and his family an existence worthy of human dignity. 

However, everyone can work make the money based on his interest. 

All of the children have the equal rights and the possibility to 

acquire the education based on their abilities. The right of education is 

not only for normal person, but also for all human being around the 

world including people with disability. 
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First, human beings are born as equal. People must treat the 

other as equal without any discrimination, no matter whom. That is 

quietly erroneous to treat people with lower I.Q as nobody. They are 

not a ‘thing’ that can be created by the innovation and pretend it will 

help them to go through the period of life. Second, parents must 

realize the fact if they have retarded child in order to aware their child 

potential. Lastly, the society has to change their mind toward 

disabilities. The realization that they are firstly human beings is an 

important belief. If they get exact treatment they can at least serve 

their feed by their own. They can make money by their limited 

capability. It means that they do not damage the environment where 

they belong to live. Their rights must be respected and protected by 

the people entire the world.   

4. CONCLUSION 

The researcher concludes the analysis of sociological approach into 

five sociological aspects in Flowers for Algernon (1966) by Daniel Keyes as 

follows: 

First, social structure is one of the social aspects. Social structure is 

including upper class, middle class, and lower class. The category is based 

on the kind of job in the United States people. In the novel, Prof. Nemur and 

Dr. Strauss are wealth people because their job as doctor. Alice Kinnian is a 

teacher who includes in the middle class. Charlie Gordon who handles 

menial job in the bakery includes in the lower class.  

Second, economic condition in Flowers for Algernon is diverse. In 

this part, the researcher spotlights the major character, Charlie. Charlie has 

low economic condition. Capability of each individual is influenced the kind 

of job. Charlie is mentally retarded person who works as janitor in Dormers 

Bakery where Mr. Donner paid him 11 dollar a week.  
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Third, the scientific and technological aspect in the novel is amazingly 

developed. In the 1960s, they find the technology and technique 

neurosurgery to improve intelligence. The operation is also working and 

Charlie becomes genius person. He speaks twenty languages, a 

mathematical whiz, and writes a piano concerto. Tragically, the operation is 

not permanent and Charlie become as before. 

Fourth, popular culture in the time is television program, movies, and 

music. The characters of the Flowers for Algernon reflect it. Orchestra is a 

kind of instrumental music where they are playing Debussy’s La Mer when 

Charlie and Alice watch their performance.  

Fifth, religion aspect is not clearly depicted in the novel. Nevertheless, 

the novel shows the manners of the minor character named Fanny Birden 

who advices Charlie about Bible toward his transform. She is an employee 

in the Dormers bakery that has relation in religion aspect.  

Based on the issue about human rights in Flowers for Algernon novel 

by Daniel Keyes, the writes will expose the conclusion. All of human beings 

have born as equal; they have same rights as another, no matter normal or 

disabled people. Human rights has function to give protection for everyone 

from any danger and discrimination. All kinds of discrimination must be 

eliminating for the sake of better life. The policy of human rights has been 

covered in the United Nation Convention. 

The researcher concludes the reasons of Daniel Keyes address human 

rights in Flowers for Algernon novel: (1)   all of human beings have equal 

rights; (2) parents must realize their potential child; (3) as the member of 

society, we must change our mindset toward disabilities. 
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